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Abstract 
Farber et al. (1985) proved that any pair of edge-disjoint spanning trees in a graph can be 
obtained from any other by a sequence of single-edge exchanges in a way that preserves, at each 
step, the property of being edge-disjoint spanning trees. In this paper, we consider a generalization 
of this problem concerning pairs of edge-disjoint minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge 
subgraphs in a weighted graph. It is shown that any pair of edge-disjoint minimum-weight 
connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of a weighted graph can be obtained from any other by a 
sequence of single-edge xchanges in a way that preserves, at each step, the property of being 
edge-disjoint minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. As an application, we give 
a two-dimensional interpolating theorem for some graphical invariants. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
Let G be a (multi-)graph without loops, which contains k edge-disjoint spanning 
trees, and let k be a positive integer. In [1], Farber et al. defined the transforma- 
tion graph z~(G) as follows: The vertex set of  zk(G) is the set of  (k + 1)-aries 
(El . . . . .  Ek,Ek+l ), where El . . . . .  Ek,Ek+l form a partition of  E(G), and each Ei ( i=  
1 . . . . .  k) induces a spanning tree of  G. A pair of  such (k + 1)-aries (E l , . . . ,Ek ,Ek+l )  
and (F~ . . . . .  Fk,Fk+~) is adjacent in zk(G) i f  ~-'~+l I IE,\Fil =2.  We call zk(G) a k-ary 
edge-disjoint spanning tree graph. For k = 1, zk(G) is the well-known spanning tree 
graph. For k = 2, we call z2(G) the spanning tree pair graph. 
Farber et al. [1] proved that z2(G) is connected. In Section 3: Related Problems, they 
asked three questions, among them the third one is restated here as follows: Suppose M 
is a matroid with k disjoint bases. Define zk(M) in a manner similar to r , (G) ,  above. 
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Is zk(M) necessarily connected (Hamiltonian, Hamiltonian-connected)? In particular, is 
r2(M) connected? 
So far, no progress has been made in their first two problems and only a little in 
the third one. In our experience it is difficult to give a complete solution for any 
of the three problems. So, in [2] Farber gave a partial solution to the problem: is 
z2(M) connected.'? He showed that the basis pair graphs of transversal matroids are 
connected. In this paper, we shall consider weighted graphs containing two edge-disjoint 
minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. We consider the ordered triples 
(E1,E2,E3) of subsets of E(G) that partition E(G) such that El and E2 are the edge- 
sets of minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. We ask if for any 
two such triples (E1,E2,E3) and (F~,F2,F3) there is a sequence 
(El ,E2 ,E3) (E 0,E 0, 0 I I l m m = E 3 ), (El ,  E2, E 3 ) . . . . .  (E I , E2, E~)  
= (F1, F2, F3 ) 
of such triples such that ~'~)=l i i-l ]E'j\E~ I= 2 for each i=  1 . . . . .  m. We give an affirma- 
tive answer to this question. 
In Lemma 2.1 we shall show that the set of minimum-weight connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs of a weighted graph G forms the set of bases of a matriod on 
E(G). However, examples will be given there for showing that it is neither graphic 
nor transversal. So, our result can be viewed, in an extent larger than in [1], as a 
partial solution to their third problem. Note that if the weight of each edge of G is 
assigned to be 1 and k is assigned to be [V(G)] - 1, then we get the result of [1]. 
Actually, our motivation came from [3], where Harary et al. systematically studied 
interpolation theorems for many graphical invariants. A graphical invariant i is said to 
interpolate over a family ~ of graphs if, for each value k between the minimum and 
maximum values of i over all graphs in ~,  there exists some graph H in J such 
that i(H)=k. Here, we generalize the interpolating concept o the two-dimensional 
case, i.e., a graphical invariant i is said to interpolate two-dimentionally over a family 
× Y~ of ordered pairs of graphs if, for any two ordered pairs (L1,L2) and (HI,H2) 
of graphs in f f  × f i t  with i(L1 )= Ii, i(L2)= 12, i(H1 )= hi and i(H2)= h2, there exists 
some ordered pair (M1,M2) of graphs in ~ × ~t  such that i(M1 )= ml and i(M2)= m2 
for any given integer ml (or m2) and some integer m2 (or ml ) with the property that 
Ii ~<ml ~<hl and 12 <~m2<~h2. The n-dimensional interpolating concept can be defined 
analogously. As an application, we employ our connectedness theorem to generalize 
an interpolating result of [3]. We obtain that many graphical invariants interpolate 
two-dimensionally over the family of ordered pairs of edge-disjoint minimum-weight 
connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of a weighted graph G. 
2. Result for minimum-weight trees of a weighted graph 
Let G be a weighted graph that has two edge-disjoint minimum-weight spanning 
trees. Define zmin(G ~ 2 j to be the graph whose vertices are the ordered triples (EI,E2, E3) 
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of subsets of E(G) that partition E(G) such that E1 and E2 are the edge-sets of 
minimum-weight spanning trees of G. Two vertices (E~,E2,E3) and (FI,F2,F3) of 
v~in(G) are adjacent in z~in(G) if ~--~i3=1 [Ei\Fi[ =2. Now we generalize the result 
of [1]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose G is a weighted graph containing two edge-disjoint minimum- 
weight spanning trees. Then z~nin(G) is connected. 
First, we need the following three lemmas. 
From the Remark of [1] we have the first lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose Theorem 1 holds for each matroid whose underlying set parti- 
tions into two disjoint bases. Then Theorem 1 holds for each matroid that contains 
two disjoint bases. 
From Theorem 1 of [4, Ch. 4] we have our second lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let M be a weighted matroid. Then the set of m&imum-weight bases 
of M forms the set of bases of another matroid M'. 
The third lemma is as follows. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose Theorem 1 holds for each weighted graph whose edge-set par- 
titions into two edge-disjoint minimum-weight spanning trees. Then Theorem 1 holds 
for each weighted graph that contains two edge-disjoint minimum-weight spanning 
trees. 
Proof. Since the set of spanning tress of G forms the set of bases of a matroid on 
E(G), from Lemma 1.2 we have that the set of minimum-weight spanning trees of the 
weighted graph G forms the set of bases of another matroid on E(G). The lemma then 
follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. [] 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Please note that although the proof is 
almost he same as that of [1], we have to pay a little attention to the weights of edges 
el,e2 and e3, etc. For self-containment, we prefer to restate here those parts with some 
differences (possibly slight ones). 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1.3, we may assume that E(G) partitions into the 
edge-sets of two minimum-weight spanning trees. Observe that IE(G)I = 21V(G)I - 2, 
so G has a vertex of degree 2 or 3. We proceed by induction on IV(G)[, the case 
IV(G)[ :2  being trivial. Now suppose ]V(G)[ ~>3. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. G has a vertex v of degree 2. Let el = vvl and e2 : vv2 be the edges incident 
with v (possibly vl = v2). For any pair of edge-disjoint minimum-weight spanning trees 
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(El,E2), we must have el EEl and e2 EE2, or el CE2 and e2 EEl. Since E1 and E2 
are minimum-weight spanning trees, we have w(el )= w(e2) (here and in what follows, 
w(x) denotes the weight of x). For i = 1,2, let Ai be the set of ordered pairs (El,E2) 
of edge-sets of minimum-weight spanning trees that partition E(G) such that el E Ei. 
Let G' be the weighted graph with v deleted from G. The remainder of the proof is 
the same as that of [1]. 
Case 2. G has vertex v of degree 3. Let el = VVl, e2 = vv2 and e3 = vv3 be the three 
edges incident with v (possibly some, though not all, of vl, v2 and v3 are the same). 
For i, j E  {1,2,3}, i ¢ j ,  let Aij be those vertices (El,E2) of "r~nin(G) such that either 
e i ,e jEE  1 or ei, e jEE  2. If AijTL13, then w(ek)<~min{w(ei),w(ej)} for kE{1,2 ,3}\  
{i,j}, since ek EEt ( t=2 or 1) and Et is a minimum-weight spanning tree of G. 
We claim that at least one of eg and ej has the same weight as ek. In fact, suppose 
ei, ej EEt, for t=  1 or 2. Then, consider Et\{v}, which has two components. Then, 
one of vi and vj is in a same component with vk. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that vi and vk are in a same component. Then, consider the spanning tree 
Et + ek\ei. Since Et is a minimum-weight spanning tree, we have w(ek)>~w(ei). Since 
w(ek)<~min{w(ei),w(ej)}, we must have w(ek)=w(ei). Now, for i,j E {1,2,3}, i# j ,  
let Ggj be the weighted graph obtained from G by deleting v and adding the edge 
eij = vivj and let w(eij) = w(ej) = max{w(ei), w(ej)}. 
Consider the following 1-1 correspondence between the vertices of z~in(Gij) and 
Aij  : (El, E2 ) C Ai j  with ei, ej E E1 
#-~ ((El + eij)\{ei, ej},E2\ek) E V(z2min(Gij)) 
and (El, E2 ) E Aij with ei, ej E E2 
vtzmint  G , . ~ ~ +- -~(E l \ek , (E2- t -e i j ) \{g i ,  e j} )E  t 2 t , j , , .  
We consider two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. w(ek)= w(ei)= w(ej). The proof is the same as that of [1]. 
Subcase 2.2. w(ek) = w(ei) <w(ej). Then Aii # 13 and Akj # !3, but Aik = ~. The proof 
is similar to that of [1]. We omit the details. [] 
3. Result for minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of a weighted 
graph 
Motivated by [1-3], we can generalize the graph "re(G) as follows: 
Let G be a weighted graph that has two edge-disjoint minimum-weight connected 
*min r r,', spanning k-edge subgraphs. Define z 2 t~J  to be the graph whose vertices are the 
ordered triples (El, E2, E3 ) of subsets of E(G) that partition E(G) such that E~ and E2 
are the edge-sets of minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. Two 
vertices (EbE2,E3) and (F1,F2,F3) of z*min( G)2  are adjacent in z*min(G)2 if 
~i3=1 ]Ei\Fil = 2. When the weight of each edge of G is assigned to be 1, we denote the 
graph by T~'(G). Note that when k = IV(G)[-  1, z~(G) = "c2(G) and "t'*min( G ) 2  = "r~nin(G)" 
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The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2. Suppose G is a weighted graph containing two edge-disjoint minimum- 
*min~r~ weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. Then v 2 ~)  is connected 
First, we need the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose G & a weighted graph conta&in9 connected spanning k-edge 
subgraphs. Then the set of connected spanning k-edge subgraphs forms the set of 
bases of a matroid on E(G). Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, the set of minimum-weight 
connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G forms the set of bases of another matroid 
on E(G). 
Proof. From an equivalent definition of matroid (see [5, Corollary 1.2.5]), it suffices 
to show that for any two connected spanning k-edge subgraphs H and F of G and 
any x E H\F, there is an edge y E F\H such that (H\x) + y is a connected spanning 
k-edge subgraph of G. In fact, if x is not a cut-edge of H, then for any edge y E F\H, 
(H\x) + y is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G. Otherwise, x is a cut-edge 
of H. Since x ~ F and F is connected, there must be an edge y E F\H lying between 
the two components of H\x. Thus, (H\x)+ y is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph 
of G. The proof is complete. [] 
Remark. As stated in the introduction, here we give two small examples for showing 
that the matroid defined in Lemma 2.1 is neither graphic nor transversal. The matroid 
having as bases the 2-edge (connected spanning) subgraphs of a "quadruple dge" is 
the uniform matroid U(4,2) which is not graphic. The matroid having as bases the 
3-edge (connected spanning) subgraphs of a triangle with doubled edges is 
not transversal. In fact, it is not difficult to see that many graphic matroids are not 
transversal. 
From Lemmas 1.3 and 2.1, we can get the second lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose Theorem 2 holds for each weighted graph whose dge-set par- 
titions into two edge-disjoint minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. 
Then Theorem 2 holds for each weighted graph that contains two edge-disjoint 
minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. 
The third lemma is as follows. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose Eo is a minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraph 
of a weighted graph G. Then, any minimum-weight spanning tree T of Eo is also a 
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minimum-weight spanning tree of G. On the other hand, any minimum-weight span- 
ning tree T of G can be extended into a minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge 
subgraph of G by adding k - n + 1 edges in the co-tree of T with weights as small 
as possible, where n denotes the number of vertices in G. 
Proof. Obviously, T is a spanning tree of G. Suppose T is not a minimum-weight 
spanning tree of G. Let T' be a minimum-weight spanning tree of G. Then, we have 
co(T')<oJ(T). Let E'= T~U(Eo\T). E ~ is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G 
and oJ(E')<e~(E0), which contradicts the fact that E0 is a minimum-weight connected 
spanning k-edge subgraph of G. 
On the other hand, suppose T is a minimum-weight spanning tree of G, and el, ez .. . . .  
ek-,+l are edges in the co-tree of T with weights as small as possible. Then, T t..J 
(e l ,e2  . . . . .  ek-n+l } must be a minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraph 
of G. In fact, let E ~ be a minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraph of 
G, and let U be a minimum-weight spanning tree of U. Then, from the first part of 
this lemma, T' is also a minimum-weight spanning tree of G and, therefore, co(T')= 
o~(T). It is well known that T and T ~ have the same number of edges with 
equal weights. Thus, oJ({el,e2 . . . . .  ek_,+l})=oJ(E'\T') and, therefore, the proof is 
complete. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2.2, we may assume that E(G) partitions into the 
edge-sets of two minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. We will show 
that any pair of vertices of z*min(G), say (El,E2) and (FI,F2), is joined by a path in 2 
z*min(G) Our proof in the following will rest on Theorem 1. In fact, since El and 
2 
E2 are minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G, by Lemma 2.3 
there are two minimum-weight spanning trees Tl and T2 of G, respectively, in E~ 
and E2. Therefore, (El,E2) corresponds to a triple (Ti, T2, T3), where 7'3 =(El  UE2)\ 
(TIUT2). Thus, (T1,T2, T3)CV(z'~in(G)). Similarly, we have that (FI,F2) corres- 
ponds to a triple (T(, T~, T~) of V(z'~in(G)). From Theorem 1 we know that there is a 
sequence 
(7"1, T2,/'3) = (T °, r °, r°),  (T, 1 , T2 ~ , T 1 ) . . . . .  (T~ n, T~', T~') 
=(T(,T~,T~) 
of triples such that ~-]~=1 i i-l • [Tj\Tj ]=2, and T~and T~ are minimum-weight spanning 
trees of G, for i = 0, l, 2 . . . . .  m. 
Now we know that El=T°t_J(El\T°), E2=T°t-J(E2\T°2), and T°=(E,\T°)t_J 
(E2\T°). Consider the adjacent two triples (T1-1, T~ -1, T~-') and (T~, T~, T~). Suppose 
from (TI-1,T~-I,T~ - ' )  we get a pair (Ei-l,E'2-1)cz*min(G) such that T1-1 CEI - ' ,  
T~ -1 CE~ -1 and T~ -l =-(EI-I\T(-1)U(E'2-1\T~-I). Then, for i=  1,2 . . . . .  m, we con- 
sider three cases. 
Case 1. IT~-I\T~I + ITC-I\TCI =2. Let (EI,E~) be such that E i =T[LJ(EI-J\T(-1) 
and i _ i i - - l  i - - l  i - - I  i E2--T~U(E 2 \T~ ). Then [E 1 \E,I + ]E~-'\E~]=2. Since (T~-I,T~, -~) and 
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(T~, T~) are pairs of minimum-weight spanning trees. It is not difficult to see that 
i i . f *min  (a )  (El,E2) E 2 
Case 2. IT(-~\T¢I + IT~-~\TgI =2.  Let (EI,E'2) be such that E i =T~U(EI-I\T1-1 )
and E'2=T ~ U (E'2-1\T~-l). Then, if IT~-~\TfI + I(EI-'\TI-t)\TgI=2, we have 
]EI-I\EII + IE~-I\E~]=0, i.e., E i =El  -1 and E~=E~ -l. Otherwise, IT(-~\TgI + 
I(E~ -1 \ T~ -1 )\ T~I = 2 and we have [El -1 \Ell + ]E~- 1 \E~] = 2. Similarly, it is not diffi- 
cult to see that (E1,E2)i i E "r*min( G)2  ' 
Case 3. [ T~- '\ T~ I + I T~- I\ T~ ] =2. Let ( EI , E~ ) be such that E i = T~ U ( EI- ' \ TI- ' ) 
and Ei2=T~U(E~-'\T~-'). Then, if IT[-'\T~I + I(EI-'\TI-~)\T:3I=2, we have 
IEI-'\EI[ + IE~-'\E;I =2. Otherwise, Ir[-'\r[I + I(E~,-'\Y~-')\rgl =2 and we have 
IEI-'\EII + IE'2-'\E~I = 0, i.e., El - -E l - '  and E~ =E~ - l .  Also, it can be seen that 
i i C .c~min  (G) .  (EI,E2) 
Thus, we can set a sequence 
(E,,E2)=(E~,E~),(E~,E~) ..... (E~,ET) 
of pairs such that ~=l  i i-1 " " IE)\E) l= 2 or 0 and E] and E~ are edge-disjoint minimum- 
weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that ~=1 i i-t lEe\E~ 1= 2 for all i=  1,2 . . . . .  m by deleting steps where there are 
no changes. Also, note that Tj is contained in Ej. 
Now we consider (E~ n, E~' ) and (F1, F2). Note that T( C_ E~' N F1 and T~ _C E~ N F2. 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 1.2 as well as a well-known theorem we know that E~ and E~' 
have the same number of edges with equal weights. Therefore, by exchange of edges 
with equal weights, we can get a sequence 
(~;,m /?m~ titT, m+l  /Tm+l~ [l~,m+s l~,m+s)=(Fll,F2) 
L, 1 ,.t-, 2 1,1.~,1 ,L ,  2 / , . . . ,~t - ,  1 , L ,  2 
of pairs such that ~-]~=, IE~+i\E'~+i-'l=2. and Er~ +i and ~2Pm+i are edge-disjoint 
minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  s. There- 
fore, (El,E2) and (F1,F2) are joined by a path in ~'*min(G) The proof is now 2 
complete. [] 
To end this paper, also as an application of our connectedness theorem, we give 
the following corollary, which is a generalization of Corollary 4a of [3]. The proof 
follows directly from the fact that for the following 8 graphical invariants i we have 
that [i(Ej) - i(Fj)[ ~< 1 for each j -- 1,2 if (EI,E2,E3) and (F1,F2,F3) are adjacent in 
z'rain(G) The details are omitted. 2 
Corollary. The connectivity, edge-connectivity, vertex independence number, domina- 
tion number, edge-covering number, edge independence number, maximum degree, and 
vertex-edge covering numbers interpolate two-dimensionally over the set of ordered 
pairs of all edge-disjoint (minimum-weight) connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of 
a (weighted) graph G. 
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